A I R

S U P P O R T

RICTIONS IN LFPB

IMPORTANT : REST

The selected Airports impacted by the competition.

•P
 ARIS Airports (LFPB, LFPO, LFPG, LFOB)
Paris will welcome games in two stadiums, Le Parc Des
Princes and Stade de France.

- Le Bourget (LFPB)
The airport remain the best solution as the most
suitable for VIP flights. Therefore, the regulation for
the night ban (no take off allowed for jet aircrafts
from 2200LT to 0600LT) is still on. An accreditation
procedure has been implemented for flights in
LFPB on 10 JUN16 and 10 JUL16 (first and final
game). In order to apply for the accreditation, an email
must be sent to pref-euro2016-accred-pilotes-aero@
seine-saint-denis.pref.gouv.fr. The mail should include
the completed “Annexe III” of the SUP AIP 101/16 with
copies of aircrafts airworthiness, pilot’s passports and
valid licenses. The mail must not be over 4Mb. We can
take care of your accreditation if needed, just contact
our team at handling@advancedairsupport.com. If not
flying on those two dates, no accreditation is required.

• LYON airports (LFLY, LFLL)
The airports are affected by games played at Lyon (Stadium
des Lumières) or St-Etienne (Geoffroy Guichard Stadium).
SLOTs can be confirmed since 24th March for operations
between 13th to 24th June. For the 25th and 26th June,
SLOTs will be confirmed only from 23rd June. For the period
30th June to 7th July, SLOTs will be confirmed only 2 days
prior the flight.

- Lyon Bron (LFLY)
The airport is opened from 5:30 to 21:30 every MON/
TUE/WED/THU/FRI, from 7:00 to 21:30 every SAT
and from 7:00 to 20:00 every SUN. Terminal and AFIS
opening hours may be extended for flights which PPR
was obtained 12hours in advance: Aircraft operators
shall request extension in advance. When Lyon will
welcome a game, the airport is supposed to be 24h if
needed and fire cat will be 6.

- Orly (LFPO)

- Lyon Saint Exupery (LFLL)

The airport has a lack of parking due to construction
on the airfield and will not accept VIP flights unless it
is diplomatic. Therefore, the airport is open only from
0600LT to 2330LT.

The airport is open 24/7. The airport will allow only 1:30
parking per rotation, more time can negotiated only at
the time.

• L ILLE Lesquin (LFQQ)

- CDG (LFPG)
The airport is a solution should you want to depart after
the night ban. Therefore there is extra airports charges
for flights operating from midnight to 0600LT.

- Beauvais

The airport is affected by games played at Lille (Pierre
Mauroy Stadium) or Lens (Bollaert Delelis Stadium).
The airport is open 24/7.

•S
 T-ETIENNE-Bouthéon (LFMH)

The airport is open from 0400LT to 2300LT. Therefore
the airport is around 90km from the Parc des Princes
Stadium.

•B
 ORDEAUX Merignac (LFBD)
The airport is affected by games played at Bordeaux
only (Matmut Atlantique stadium).
The airport is open 24/7.

•M
 ARSEILLE Provence (LFML)
The airport is affected by matches played at Marseille
only (Stade Vélodrome). The airport is open 24/7.

•N
 ICE Côte d’Azur (LFMN)

The airport is affected by games played at St-Etienne
only (Geoffroy Guichard stadium).
The airport is opened every day from 7:00 to 19:00
local time. Extended opening hours can be possible
when a match occurs in St-Etienne and the following
morning. This information should be confirmed by AIP
in the next month.

•T
 OULOUSE Blagnac (LFBO)
The airport is affected by matches played at Toulouse
only (Stadium municipal). The airport is open 24/7. The
airport will allow only quick turn (max 2h) and aircrafts
should be repositioned at LFBC. Therefore, no customs/
immigrations will be available in LFBC.

The airport is affected by games played at Nice only
(Allianz Riviera). The airport is open 24/7.
As per the increased traffic for this period, the airports of LFLY, LFLL, LFBD, LFMH, LFML, LFOB and LFBO will be SLOT
regulated the day of game, D-1 and D+1. The request has to be done via the handler. LFPB remain exempted of SLOTs and
we are fully ready.
We can provide you our support for all of these airports during the competition. We are in partnership for a long time with
the local handlers in order to provide the best services. Our good relationship with our partners put us a step ahead from
troubles that can occurs with the increased traffic. Unfortunately, we are not sure that night stops will be possible on
all airports as they don’t have the same parking space as we have in LFPB. Of course, we will make sure to provide the
requested timing for our customers. Our supervisor team will be delighted to provide our expertise in VIP handling outside
of our FBO in LFPB.
Also, note that the hotels are almost fully booked for some part of them and that our corporate rate will not be available
every time. The cancellation policy has been also increased and most of the hotels will proposed non-refundable rooms. Of
course, we will try to tone down one request at the time.
I take also the opportunity to remind you that Advanced Air Support provide fuel all around France with competitive rates.
One more thing, due to last horrible events in Europe, the competition will be high secured. In consequence, the security
at the airport will be reinforced and we recommend you to send us all PAX manifest in advance to avoid any delay with
the immigration when your flights will arrive/depart.
We will get back to you if any update pops up!
We can’t wait to kick this game with you!
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